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Valuing Beach Access and Width with Revealed and Stated Preference Data

Abstract: In this paper we present results from a study of recreation demand of

southern North Carolina beaebes. We combine revealed preference and stated preference

data in order to estimate the changes in recreation demand that might occur with beach

nourishment and parking improvements necessary to satisfy the requirements for US

Army Corps of Engineers cost-share. We illustrate the numerous ways that hypothetical

bias in contingent behavior data can lead to increases in the estimates of the economic

benefits of recreation and recreation quality improvement. Hypothetical bias affects the

number of trips and slope coefficients. Hypothetical bias docs not affect elasticity or

consumer surplus per trip estimates. When the product of trips and consumer surplus per

trip is taken to estimate consumer surplus per season, hypothetical bias leads to upwardly

biased seasonal consumer surplus estimates. These results suggest that stated preference

recreation demand data, in isolation, is suitable for estimation of consumer surplus per

trip but not consumer surplus per season.



Introduction

Coastal communities arc experiencing extraordinaty population growth and, at the

same time, the land on which these communities are built is disappearing. With storms

eroding the nation's shorelines and climate change related sea-level rise exacerbating

erosion, millions of homeowners arc facing the possibility of watching their property

wash out to sea. Many coastal communities have a number of options to manage beach

erosion, including stmetmal and non-stmetural solutions. In 1986, the State of North

Carolina's Division of Coastal Management Coastal Resources Commission set

guidelines to ban hard oeeanfi'ont stl1letures such as jellies, groins and seawalls. In 2003,

the North Carolina State Legislature passed legislation making hard oceanfront structures

illegal. As a result, North Carolina relies on other forms of beach protection such as

nourishment to maintain oceanfront beaches.

Recent severe storm cycles and chronic beach erosion that threaten both physical

property and recreational opportunities have initiated increasing interest in oceanfront

beach nourishment efforts. Federal involvement in shore protection developed

historically with the intent to stabilize, protect or restore beaches. U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers (USACE) shore protection projects arc formulated to provide hurricane and

storm damage reduction. The USACE participates only in those projects formulated

exelusively for hurricane and storm damage reduction and justified based primarily on

damage reduction benefits, or a combination of damage reduction benefits plus incidental

recreation benefits (USACE 2004). Recreation benefits may not be used to justify more

than fifty percent of project costs. It is also intended that beaches receiving Federal aid

should not provide exclusivcly private benefits. Lack of sufficient parking facilities for
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the general public (including non-rcsident users) may constitute a restriction on public

access, thereby precluding cligibility for USACE cost-share participation.

In this paper we present results from a study of recreation demand of southeastern

North Carolina heaches. We combine revealed preference and statcd preference data in a

single-site travcl cost method context in order to estimate the changes in recreation

dcmand that might occur with beacb nourishment and parking improvements necessary to

satisfy the requirements for USACE cost-share. The next section provides a review of the

beach valuation literatllfe. Then we describe the revealed and stated preference methods.

We then present the survey data and empirical methods. Empirical results and

conclusions follow.

Literature Review

The economics literature has considered various aspects of beach nourishment:

costs (e.g., Parsons and Powell 2001), stonn damage benefits to properly owners (e.g.,

Pompe and Rinehart 1994), recreation benefits to property owners (e.g., Edwards and

Gable 1991) and recreation benefits to non-property owners (Silbel1nan and Klock,

(988). In this scction we focus on the recreation benefits of beach nourishment that arc

enjoyed by non-property owners. These have been estimated using the travel cost method

and the contingent valuation method. None of these studies have considered the related

issue of beach access.

The travel cost method is a revealed preference method that is most often used to

estimate recreation benefits. The travel cost method begins with the realization that the
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major cost of outdoor rccrcation is thc travcl and timc costs incurred to gct to the

rccrcation site. Since individuals rcsidc at vatying distances from the bcach, the variation

in distance and the number of trips takcn are used to trace out a dcmand curve for bcach

rccreation. Thc empirical rclationship bctween distance and recreation sitc choicc and/or

intensity is used to dcrive thc bcncfits ofbcach trips and bcach charactcristics (c.g., beach

width).

Parsons, Massey and Tomasi (1999) estimate thc valuc of beach width at

Delawarc, Matyland and Ncw Jcrscy beachcs using the random utility model variant of

the travel cost mcthod. Thcy find that bcach width between 75 and 200 feet is prcferred

in thc site selection model. The lost economic valuc of a reduction in beach width to 75

. feet is economically significant. Thc major strength ofthc travel cost method is that it is

bascd on actual choices. With revealed preference data, individuals consider the costs and

bcnefits ofthcir actions and expc~icncc the conscqucnccs of their actions. The major

weakncss of the travel cost method is its reliancc on historical data. Proposed changes in

beach width and improved access may be beyond the range of historical cxperiencc for

many bcachgoers.

Statcd prefcrence mcthods can be used to cstimate thc bcnefits of changcs in

bcach characteristics beyond the rangc of experience. Stated prefcrence approaches

include the contingent valuation method (CVM), conjoint analysis (CJ) and contingcnt

behavior (CD). The CVM uses willingness to pay responses to hypothetical situations to

estimate recreation benefits (Doylc 2003). McConnell (1977) and Dell (1986) use the

CVM and find that the economic value of beach recreation per person increases with
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incrcasing bcach width. Thcsc authors attributc this rcsult to thc rcduction in crowding

associatcd with wider beaches. Silberman and Klock (1988) use the CYM to estimate the

rccreation use values of beach nourishment in New Jersey. They find that visitation

would incrcasc substantially in thc nourished beachcs but dccrease in the other beachcs.

Lindsay et al. (1992) use the CYM to estimatc willingness to pay for beach erosion

protcction mcasures, including seawalls and beach nourishment, in Maine and New

Hampshire. Thcir focus is on thc factors that affect willingncss to pay.

More reccntly, Shivlani, Letson and Thcis (2003) use thc CYM to estimatc the

benefits of beach nourishmcnt in south Florida. Willingness to pay is higher when

wildlifc habitat is included as a characteristic of beach nourishment. Landry, Keeler and

Kriescl (2003) use thc CYM to cstimate the value of various crosion management

alternatives in Gcorgia. Day trippers arc willing to pay higher parking fces for beach

nourishment, rclative to ovcrnight trippers.

Conjoint analysis (i.c., choice experiments) is a stated prefercnce approach that

involves respondcnt choiccs among hypothctical scenarios with various eharactcristics,

iucluding cost (Holmes and Adamowicz 2003). Huang and Poor (2004) considcr the

tradcoffs associated with beach nourishmcnt in Ncw Hampshirc and Maine. Thcy find

that erosion control is less preferred whcn it has negative wildlife, water quality and off

site erosion impacts.

The contingent behavior method is a statcd preference approach that directly

clicits trip information from survey respondents. The method involves the devclopmcnt

ofa hypothetical sit1tation where respondents arc informed about thc current problem and
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the policy designed to mitigate the problem. A hypothetical question is presented that

confronts respondents with a choice about improved environmental quality and increased

costs versus the statlls quo. For example, Landry (2005) asks respondents about

hypothetical recreation trips with beach erosion control. He finds that respondents are

willing to take more trips with increased beach width relative to their current trips.

One strength of the contingent behavior approach is its flexibility. Hypothetical

choices may be the only way to gain policy relevant information. The major weakness of

the contingent behavior approach is its hypothetical nature. Respondents arc placed in

unfamiliar situations in which complete information is not available. The strengths of the

revealed preference approaches arc the weaknesses of the stated preference approaches.

The combination and joint estimation of revealed and stated preference data

exploits the contrasting strengths of the altel'l1ative approaches while minimizing their

weaknesses (Whitehead et al. 2006). Revealed preference data can be enhanced by stated

preference data. Stated preference allows analysis of behavior beyond the range of

historical experience. Hypothetical bias can be a major problem with stated preference

data. In many cases, hypothetical choices may not reflect budget, and other, constraints

on behavior. For example, in a contingent behavior survey beaehgoers may respond to a

hypothetical trip question with their good intentions of making weekly beach trips. Yet,

when the actual choice must be made, unexpected constraints arise and fewer trips arc

taken. Combining revealed preference and stated preference data allows mitigation of

hypothetical bias present in stated preference data.

In contrast to previous efforts at valuing beach nourishment and improved access,
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in this paper we jointly estimate a travel cost recreation demand model using revealed

and stated preference data. Three hypothetical scenarios arc considered: status quo,

improved parking and access and increased beach width. As in Whitehead, Huang, and

Haab (2000) we consider the impact of hypothetical scenarios on demand elasticities and

consumer surplus estimates. We arc able to correct for hypothetical bias because we elicit

the status quo stated preference response and include it in the empirical model.

Survey Data

The study area includes seventeen beaches in five southeastern North Carolina

counties. Bogue Banks, a barrier island, is located in Carteret County, and encompasses a

twenty-four mile stretch of beach communities. Topsail Island, a barrier island, is located

in both Pender and Onslow Counties and encompasses a twenty-two mile stretch of beach

communities. New Hanover County encompasses a thirteen mile stretch of beach

communities and lies between Pender and Bnmswiek County. The Bnmswiek County

beaches arc located between the Cape Fear River and the South Carolina border and

encompass a twenty-four mile stretch of beach communities.

The target population was chosen based upon the results of an on-site survey

conducted during the summer of 2003 at tbe study area beaches (Herstine et aI., 2005).

The majority of day users (approximately 73%), the primary users of public beach

parking, traveled 120 miles or less to get to the beach. Survey Sampling, Inc. provided

telephone numbers withiu the 120 mile beach travel distauee Shldy area. The telephone

survey was administered by the Survey Research LaboratOlY (SRL) at the University of

North Carolina at Wihnington during May 2004. The response rate was 52 percent.
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Of the survey respondents 1509 stated that they had considcred going to an

oceanfront beach in North Carolina during the past year (2003). Of this number, 1186 (79

percent) actually took an oceanfront beach trip to the North Carolina coast in 2003. Of

these, 937 (79 pcrccnt) took an oceanfront beach trip to the southeastern North Carolina

beaches in 2003. Of all respondents who took at Icast one trip to the southeastel'll North

Carolina coast, 96 percent planned to take at least one oceanfront beach trip to this area in

2004. After deleting cases with missing revealed or statcd trip information, incomc,

missing information for computing travel distance and distance beyond the study site the

remaining sample size is 636.

The revcaled prcference beach trips were elicited by asking respondents how

many of their oceanfront beach trips wcre to thc southeastcl'll North Carolina coast from

the Beaufort/Morehcad City area in Carteret County to thc South Carolina border (see

Appendix). The average annual number of trips is II (Table I). Respondcnts who

planncd to take at lcast one occanfront beach trip to the southeastern N0l1h Carolina coast

during 2004 were asked how many. Thc avcrage numbcr of planned trips with current

access and width conditions is 13.

Respondents werc asked about thcir perceptions of current parking and access

quality. Thirty-nine percent of respondcnts think that the current beach parking situation

is either good or cxcellent. The following hypothetical scenario was then prcsented to

respondents: "Suppose that parking facilitics and beaeb access at southeastem NOl1h

Carolina oceanfront beaches wcre improved so that you would not havc to spend time

searching for a parking space or aeccss area, the parking space and access area would be
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locatcd within rcasonablc walking distancc ofthc occanfront bcach, and parking was frcc

or rcasonably priccd. Also supposc that thc numbcr of beach uscrs at the occanfront

bcaches docs not change." Under these conditions, 65 percent of respondents think that

the improved parking situation would be either good or excellent and the average number

of beach trips would be 17.

Respondents were then told that "the width of the dty sand beach area from the

dune to the ocean at high tide at southeastern North Carolina oceanfront beaches is

betwcen 10 and 100 feet with an average of 75 feeL" Sixty-nine percent of respondents

think that the current beach width conditions arc either good or excellent. The following

beach nourishment policy was then presented to respondents: "Suppose a beach

nourishment policy is implemented for all southeastern North Carolina oceanfront

beaches. Beach nourishment would be performed in each county periodically, at least

once evClY 3 to 5 years, for the 50-year life of the project. Periodic nourishment is done

to maintain an increased beach width to provide shore protection and recreation benefit.

The goal would be to make the average beach width increase by 100 feet."

The respondents are split on whether beach nourishment is the right beach

management option. Forty-four percent of respondents think that adding I00 feet of

width to the beaches would be the right amount, 21 percent think that the eltn'ent beach

width is fine, and 18 percent think that people should not alter the width of the beach.

Fifty-eight percent of respondents either strongly support or support the beach

nourishment policy. Eighty-five percent of respondents think that the beach nourishment
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policy would be an cffective mcans of maintaining beach width. The averagc number of

beach trips with the nourishment policy is 14.

Travel distances and timc between each survey respondent's home zip code and

the zip code of the population center of each beach county are calculated using the

ZIPFIP correction for "great circle" distances (Hellerstein et al. 1993). The minimum

travel distance to the study area is used for computing travel cost to the aggregate site.

Travel time is calculated by dividing round trip distance by 50 miles pel' hour. The cost

per mile used is $0.37, the national average automobile driving cost for 2003 including

only variable costs and no fixed costs as reported by the American Automobile

Association (AAA Personal communication, 2005). Thirty-three pcrcent of the wage rate

is used to value leisure time for each respondent. The round-trip travel cost is

p =(2 x c x d) + (Bwx [2 x d / mph J) where c is cost per mile, d is one-way distance, 19 is

the fraction of the wage rate, 11', and mph is miles pel' hour. The average travel cost to the

southeastem NC beaches is $90. The average travel cost to the Outer Banks beaches, a

substit11te site in northeastern NC is $203. Average annual household income is $59

thousand.

Empirical Methods

The telcphone survcy collects revealed prcference (RP) and stated preference (SP)

data for analysis using the single-site travel cost method (TCM). The RP data is bascd on

beach trips that were actually taken. The SP data is based on future trips that would be

takcn undcr various hypothctieal conditions. Thc SP data is used to simulate a change in

demand resulting from changes in bcach quality.
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Consider first the single-site TCM demand model with RP data. This model can

be used to estimate the economic benefits for a beach trip and trips across season. A

common functional form for the single-sitc demand modcl is the semi-log

where x is the number of trips, op is the own-price (i.e., round trip travel costs to the

beach site), cp is the cross-price (i.e., round trip travel costs to a substitute sitc),Y is

income, a is a vector of coefficients and e is the error teon. Subscripts for individuals in

the sample arc suppressed for simplicity. Single-site TCM demand models are typically

estimated with Poisson or negative binomial Calmt data regression models which take

into account the fact that recreation trips are integers (Parsons, 2003; Haab and

McConnell 2002).

Stated preference trip questions are asked about flltmc trips (l) under status quo

conditions, (2) with an improvement in parking conditions (i.e., no time spent searching

for a parking spot, reasonable fees, and no change in congestion) and (3) with an increase

in beach width (i.e., adding an average increase of 100 feet to beach width with periodic

beach nourishment every 3 to 5 years). The pooled single-site RP-SP TCM demand

model is

(2) In x, ~ Po + PlOP + P2CP + PlY + P, A+ P,W + OSP + II

where t ~ I, ... ,4 indicates alternative trip decision situations in the pseudo-panel data.

Dummy variables A (A ~ I when t ~3) and W (W~ I then t ~ 4), arc demand shift quality

variables for the access and width scenarios. The SP dummy variable is included to test
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for hypothetical bias. SP = I for hypothetical trip data (t = 2, 3 or 4) and 0 for revealed

trip data (t = I). We also include variables interacted with the SP dummy variable,

described below.

Pooling the data suggests that panel data methods be used to account for the

separate variance across individuals in the sample, i, and scenarios, t. We estimate

equation (2) with the random effects Poisson model

(3) Inll" = In A." + II, = Po + PlOP, -I- P2CP, +p,y, +p,q, + p,q, +OSP + II,

where II, is the random effect for group i. The distribution of trips XII conditioned on II,

is Poisson with conditional mean and variance 11". If exp(II,) is assumed to follow a

gamma distribution then the unconditional trips x" follow a ncgative binomial

distribution (Whitehead, Haab, and Huang, 2000).

Benefit estimation proceeds with SP =0 to account for hypothetical bias. With the

semi-log functional form the economic bcnefit for each beach trip is

(4)
CS 1
--=--

X -PI

The economic bcnefit of a changc in bcach quality per trip is

(5)
CS(tlq) = (x Iq~)- (x Iq~)

X -PI

where tlq =q' - q" > 0 is a quality change (e.g., access or beach width).
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Results

Three recreation demand models are estimated as a random effects Poisson model

(Baah and McConnell, 2003). The pseudo-panel data set has 636 eases and 4 time

periods. The first model uses demand shift variables to specify hypothetical scenarios.

The second model interacts the SP variable with the own-price, cross-price and income

variahles to determine whether the stated preference demands have elasticities that differ

from those of the revealed preference demands. The third model relaxes the constraint

that the SP interaction has uniform effects on elasticity across scenarios. A SP variable

for each scenario is interacted with prices and income. The third model seeks to find a

hest model by combining Moclel 2 with selected SP scenario interaction terms determined

by a statistical eriterion.6

In each model the coefficient on the own-price variable is negative and

statistically signi fieant, the coefficient on the cross-price variable is positive and

statistically significant and the coefficient on the income variable is positive and

statistically significant (Table 2). In each moclel the SP dummy variable is statistically

significant indicating that respondents state that they will take more trips than the

revealed preference data indicate (i.e., one interpretation is that the stated preference data

exhibits hypothetical bias). In Model 2 the SP interaction terms are each statistically

significant in addition to the SP shift variables indicating that SP demand elasticity

6 The data include both day and overnight trips. By comparing separate models for clay

trippers and clay/overnight trippers we conclude that multipurpose trip bias is not

statistically significant and proceed with estimation of the pooled models.
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differs from RP demand elasticity. Using a Iikclihood ratio test, Model 2 is statistically

superior to Model I (X2 ~ 69.90[3 df]).

In a preliminary model each of the individual SP scenario interaction variables are

statistically significant suggesting that elasticities differ across scenario. However, Model

2 is statistically supcrior to this prcliminary model (l ~ 14.61[9 dl]). In several other

preliminary models we (I) alternately constrain the nine SP scenario interaction

coefficients to be equal to determine if they differ across scenario and (2) inelude those

that differed with the SP interaction variables to determine if the scenario interaction

coefficients differed from the baseline SP interaction coefficients. We find that only the

coefficient on the own-price variable interacted with the SP access variable differed from

the baseline SP interaction coefficients. Using a Iikclihood ratio test, Model 3 is

statistically superior to Model 2 (X2 ~ 12.71[1 dl]).

Trip estimates are similar for each model (Table 3). With all SP variables set

equal to zero to simulate RP demand, RP-Sim, 9 trips are taken in the baseline scenario,

12 trips are taken with improved access and 10 trips are taken with increased width. The

differcnce in the number of trips between the RP-Sim and SP demands is about 2 for each

scenario. We interpret the 20 pcrcent difference as hypothetical bias.

From Model I, with elasticities constrained across SP and RP-Sim the own-price

elasticity is -0.96, the cross-price elasticity is 0.85 and the income elasticity is 0.30 (Table

4). In Modcl2 the SP dcmand has lower own-price elasticity than the RP-Sim demand in

absolute value. The SP demand also has lower cross-price and income elasticities. The

incomc elasticity shows the biggcst difference with a 77 percent increase from the SP
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demand to the RP-Sim demand. These results arc consistent with the general notion that

respondents arc less responsive to economic factors in a hypothetical situation. Similar

results arc found for Model 3 except that the SP own-price elasticity for the improved

access scenario is more clastic than the haseline SP demand but still less clastic than the

RP demand.

The baseline consumer surplus per trip estimates arc about $90 (Table 5). The

increase in the consumer surplus per trip with thc improvement in beach access is about

$25. The increasc in the consumer surplus per trip with the increase in beach width is

about $7. For each of these scenarios there arc no statistically significant differcnces

between RP-Sim and SP values.

Combining the consumer surplus estimates from Table 5 with the trip estimates in

Table 3, the annual cousumer surplus is $869 from Model I. Anuual consumer slllVlus

from Models 2 and 3 arc significantly different than those from Model I. Thc increase in

annual consumer surplus with the improvement in beach access is $298 in Model I. In

Models 2 and 3 the increase in consumer surplus is significantly greater with the SP

model coefficients relative to the RP-Sim coefficients. The increase in the annual

consumer surplus with the increase in beach width is $68 in Model 1. In Models 2 and 3

the increase in consumer surplus is significantly greater with the SP model coefficients

relative to the RP-Sim coefficients. The differences in the RP-Sim and SP change in

annual consumer surplus with the access and width scenarios arc economically

significant but not statistically significant.
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Conclusions

In this paper we estimate the demand for beach recreation in southeastern North

Carolina by jointly estimating revealed and stated preference data in order to estimate the

benefits of improvements in beach access and beach width. We illustrate the numerous

ways that hypothetical bias in contingent behavior data can lead to increases in the

estimates of the economic benefits of recreation and recreation quality improvement.

Hypothetical bias affects the number of trips and slope coefficients. Hypothetical bias

does not affect elasticity or consumer stllVlus per trip estimates. However, when the

product of trips and consumer surplus per trip is taken to estimate consumer surplus per

season, hypothetical bias leads to upwardly biased seasonal consumer surplus estimates.

These results suggest that stated preference recreation demand data, in isolation, is

suitable for estimation of consumer surplus per trip but not consumer surplus per season.

Hypothetical bias can be mitigated by setting stated preference dummy variables

equal to zero in order to simulate revealed preference demands. Note that this is only

possible when stated preference scenarios under current quality conditions arc included in

the survey design. Othelwise, demand shifts related to quality change may be confounded

with hypothetical bias. Future research should always include stated preference demand

under current conditions.

The consumer surplus per trip estimates in this study are high relative to those in

the single-site TCM beach valuation literature. This is most likely due to the aggregation

ofa large number of beaches into a single recreation site. For example, in Model I the

consumer surplus per trip is $94. Bin et. al (2005) estimate that the value of a day trip to
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individual North Carolina beaches ranges from $11 to $80. Future research should

compare single-site travel cost method results to results from random utility models that

better consider substitution possibilities.

Using the Model 3 estimates with the hypothetical bias correction we aggregate

the benefit estimates to provide an illustration of their usefulness for policy analysis.

With about \.58 million households in the study region and about 64 percent of these

beach recreation participants, the annual aggregates benefit of southern North Carolina

beach trips is about $772 million. The recreation benefit of improved access is about

$317 million and the recreation benefit of increased width is about $60 million. These

benefit estimates could be compared to cost estimates to determine the economic

efficiency of coastal management policies.
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Figure I. North Carolina Counties in the Telephone Survey Sample
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T bl I D t Sa e aa mnmarv

Variable Description Mean StdDev

Trips (l= I) Revealed preference 11.01 23.10

Trips (l=2) Staled preference with current conditions 13.01 24.99

Trips (l=3) Stated preference trips with improved access 16.93 30.05

Trips (t=4) Stated preference trips with increased width 13.99 25.78

Own-price Travel cost to NC beaches 90.44 61.30

Cross-price Travel costs to outer banks 203.17 56.89

Income Household income 59.10 26.91
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Table 2 Stated and Revealed Preferencc Random Effects Poisson Beach Recrcation Dcmand

Modell Modcl2 Model 3

Variablc Coeff. t-ratio Cocff. t-ratio Coeff. t-ratio

Constant 2.0247 21.32 1.8167 18.61 1.8168 18.62

Own-Price -0.0106 -15.79 -0.0114 -16.19 -0.0114 -15.65

Cross-Price 0.0042 7.15 0.0046 7.82 0.0046 7.67

Incomc 0.0051 4.05 0.0079 6.01 0.0079 5.45

SP" 0.1664 15.26 0.4244 17.58 0.4092 16.74

Ab 0.2634 23.65 0.2634 23.34 0.3033 23.44

We 0.0727 3.68 0.0727 3.62 0.0727 3.54

Own-Pricc X SP 0.0010 10.51 0.0013 10.81

Cross-Price x SP -0.0005 -4.43 -0.0006 -4.37

Incomc x SP -0.0034 -14.37 -0.0034 -13.83

Own-Price x A -0.0007 -5.03

alpha 1.12 14.60 1.12 14.38 1.12 14.27

LL -8210.811 -8175.86 -8169.50

Cases 636 636 636

Periods 4 4 4

"Dummy variable for aII SP sccnarios.

bSp dummy variable for scenario 2.

'SP dummy variablc for scenario 3.
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TI13T'E'ale no <stnnates

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Scenario RP-Sim SP RP-Sim SP RP-Sim SP

Baseline 9.23 10.90 8.95 10.98 8.95 11.07

InlProved Access 12.01 14.19 11.64 14.28 12.12 14.07

Increased Width 9.93 11.73 9.62 11.80 9.62 11.91
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Table 4. Elaslteltv Estimates

Model I Model 2 Model 3

Elasticity RP-Sim RP-Sim SP RP-Sim SP

Own-price -0.96 -1.03 -0.94 -1.03 -0.92

Cross-Ilrice 0.85 0.94 0.83 0.94 0.83

Income 0.30 0.46 0.26 0.46 0.26
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Et'ST bl 5 Ca e onsumer umllls s lI11a es

Modell Modcl2 Model 3

Scenario RP-Sim RP-Sim SP RP-Sim SP

Per Trip 94.08 87.43 95.90 87.43 98.44

Per Trip Change with Improved Access 24.78 23.03 25.26 26.52 27.92

Per Trip Change with Increased Width 6.84 6.36 6.97 6.36 7.16

Annual 868.55 782.34 1052.70 782.33 1090.12

Annual Change with Improved Access 297.71 268.16 360.83 321.40 392.97

Annual Change with Increased Width 67.92 61.18 82.32 61.18 85.25
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Appendix. Survey questions used in this Shldy

Revealed Trips

Q2. Did you achmlly take any oceanfront beach trips to the North Carolina coast in 20037

Ycs - go to Q3

No- go to Q21

Q3. How many oceanfront beach trips to the North Carolina coast did you take in2003?

__ Trips

Q4. How many ofthcse oceanfront beach trips wcre day trips, where you returned to your

homc on thc same day that you left?

__ Trips

Q5. How many of your oceanfront beach trips wcre to the southeastern North Carolina

coast from thc Beaufort/Morehead City area in Carteret County to thc South Carolina

border?

__ Trips

Slaled Trips J

Q20. Do you piau to take at least onc occanfront beach trip to the North Carolina coast

from the Beaufort/Morehead City area to the South Carolina border during 2004?

Yes

No -> go to Q23

Q21. As best as you can predict, how many oceanfront beach trips to the North Carolina

coast do you plan to takc during 2004?

___Trips -> go to Q22

If 0, go to Q23
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Q22. How many of these oceanfront beach trips do you plan to take to the North Carolina

coast from the Beaufort/Morehead City area to the South Carolina border?

__ Trips

Sialed Trips 2

Q24. In general, would you say that current parking facilities at southeastern North

Carolina oceanfront beaches are exccllent, good, £1ir, or poor?

a. Excellent

b. Good

c. Fair

d. Poor

Q25. In gcncral, would you say that current beach access at southeastern North

Carolina oceanfront beachcs are exccllcnt, good, fair, or poor?

a. Excellent

b. Good

c. Fair

d. Poor

Q26. Suppose that parking facilities and beach acccss at southeastern North Carolina

oceanfront beaches were improved so that you would not have to spend time scarching

for a parking spacc 01' access arca, the parking space and acccss area would be located

within rcasonable walking distance of thc oceanfront beach, and parking was free 01'

reasonably priccd. Also suppose that the number of beach users at the oceanfront beaches

docs not change. Would you say that improvcd parking conditions at southeastern North

Carolina oceanfront beaches would be excellent, good, fair, 01' poor?
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a. Excellent

b. Good

e. Fair

d. Poor

Q27. Compared to the number ofoeeanfl'Ont beach trips that you plan to take to the North

Carolina coast from the Beaufort/Morehead City area to the South Carolina border during

2004, would you take more trips, fewer trips, or the same number or trips with improved

parking facilities and access areas?

a. More -) go to Q28

b. Fewer.-) go to Q29

e. The same -) go to Q30

Q28. About how many more oceanfront beach trips would you take to the North Carolina

coast from the Beaufort/Morehead City area to the South Carolina border with improved

parking facilities and beach access?

__ Trips

Q29. About how many fewer oeeanfi'ont beach trips would you take to the North

Carolina coast from the Beaufort/Morehead City area to the South Carolina border with

improved parking facilities and beach access?

___Trips

Stated Trips 3
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Q32. The width of the dty sand beach area from the dune to the ocean at high tide at

southeastern North Carolina oceanfront beaches is between 10 and 100 feet with an

average of75 feet. Would you say the current width is excellent, good, fair or poor?

a. Excellent

b. Good

c. Fair

d. Poor

Q33. Do you think adding 100 feet ofwidth to the beach would:

a. Improve the beach and be about the right amount

b. Improve the beach, but not be enough width

e. Improve the beach, but would be too much extra width

d. Not improve the beach; beach width is fine as is

e. Not improve the beach; people should not alter the width ofa beach

f. Other

Q34. Beach nourishment is where sand is pnmped to artificially widen the beach. Do

you strongly support, support, neither support or oppose, oppose, or strougly oppose

beach nourishment for southeastern North Carolina oceanfront beaches?

a. Strongly support

b. Support

e. Neither support or oppose

d. Oppose

e. Strongly Oppose
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Q35. Suppose a beach nourishment policy is implcmcntcd for all southcastcrn North

Carolina occanfront bcaches. Beach nourishment would bc pcrformcd in each county

pcriodically, at least once evclY 3 to 5 ycars, for the 50-year life of the project. Periodic

nourishment is done to maintain an increascd bcach width to provide shore protection and

recreation bcnefit. The goal would bc to makc thc avcrage beach width increase by 100

fcet. Do you think this policy would be VC1Y effectivc, somewhat effective or not

effective in increasing beach width?

a. Velyeffcctive

b. Somewhat effective

e. Not effective

Q36. Think about the number of oceanfront bcach trips that you plan to take to the North

Carolina coast from the Beaufort/Morehead City area to the South Carolina border during

2004. Would you take more trips, fewer trips, or the same numbcr of trips if the average

beach were 100 feet wider?

a. More -) go to Q37

b. Fewer -) go to Q38

e. The same -) go to Q37

Q37. About how many more oecanfront beach trips would you take to the North Carolina

coast from the Beaufort/Morehead City area to the South Carolina border if the average

beach were 100 feet wider?

__ Trips
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Q38. About how many fewer oceanfront beach trips would you take to the North

Carolina coast from the Beaufort/Morehead City area to the South Carolina border if the

average beach were 100 feet wider?

___Trips
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